WOODSPOON DRINKS 2022

OUR SIGNATURE SANGRIA • GLASS $12.5 •
RED CABERNET, CINNAMON, BERRIES
WHITE CHARDONNAY, PASSIONFRUIT, ORANGE

WHITE WINE
2021 FEIPU DEI MASSARETTI PIGATO, LIGURIA ...$14.48
2020 RISERVA DELLA CASCINA GALLIENO, LAZIO ...$15.52
2021 VDC “KICKFLIP” HERBACIOUS RIESLING ...$16.56
NV BAKARI “CONFONDO” PET NAT, VENETO ...$58
2020 CASA BALAGUER SALICORNIO MOSCATEL ...$62
2020 WOODS “MARFAM” ORANGE WINE ...$66
2018 SU’L VELO DOMAINE DU FACTEUR, FRANCE ...$74

RED WINE
2021 FEIPU DEI MASSARETTI ROSSESE, LIGURIA ...$14.49
2020 WOODS “LOVE RANCH” MOURVEDRE, CA ...$15.54
2021 FOSSIL & FAWN DO NOTHING, OREGON ...$17.60
2020 FRANK CORNELISSEN SUSUCARU ROSSO ...$92

“ROSA”
2021 VDC “CARA CARA” ENDLESS SUMMER BOUQUET ...$48

BEER • $7 •
PLEASE ASK ABOUT OUR DAILY SELECTION

BEBIDAS • REFRESCOS

FRESH SQUEEZED HOMEMADE JUICES • $5.5
CLASSIC LIMEADE • PASSIONFRUIT JUICE •
PINEAPPLE MINT JUICE • ARNOLD PALMER

SODAS & WATER
SPARKLING WATER $4.5 • MEXICAN COCA-COLA $4.5
GUARANA BRAZILIAN SODA $4 • DIET COKE $3.5

COFFEE & TEA
HOT TEA $3.5 • ICED TEA $4
FRENCH PRESS COFFEE $4.5

SOBREMESA • DESSERT

ALL HOMEMADE IN-HOUSE

PINEAPPLE, COCONUT & CLOVE BEIJINHO ...$1.75
DULCE DE LECHE ...$3.00 / WITH COFFEE ...$7.50
PASSIONFRUIT MOUSSE ...$7.00
COCONUT FLAN ...$7.00
RICE PUDDING ...$7.00